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Long-term space missions will expose crew members, their cells as well as their
microbiomes to prolonged periods of microgravity and ionizing radiation, environmental
stressors for which almost no earth-based organisms have evolved to survive. Despite the
importance of maintaining genomic integrity, the impact of these stresses on DNA
polymerase-mediated replication and repair has not been fully explored. DNA
polymerase fidelity and replication rates were assayed under conditions of microgravity
generated by parabolic flight and compared to earth-like gravity. Upon commencement of
a parabolic arc, primed synthetic single-stranded DNA was used as a template for one of
two enzymes (Klenow fragment exonuclease+/−; with and without proofreading
exonuclease activity, respectively) and were quenched immediately following the 20 s
microgravitational period. DNA polymerase error rates were determined with an algorithm
developed to identify experimental mutations. In microgravity Klenow exonuclease+
showed a median 1.1-fold per-base decrease in polymerization fidelity for base
substitutions when compared to earth-like gravity (p � 0.02), but in the absence of
proofreading activity, a 2.4-fold decrease was observed (p � 1.98 × 10−11). Similarly, 1.1-
fold and 1.5-fold increases in deletion frequencies in the presence or absence of
exonuclease activity (p � 1.51 × 10−7 and p � 8.74 × 10−13), respectively, were
observed in microgravity compared to controls. The development of this flexible semi-
autonomous payload system coupled with genetic and bioinformatic approaches serves
as a proof-of-concept for future space health research.
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INTRODUCTION

Future long-term space missions may be associated with substantial genomic risks given the
prolonged exposure to a lack of substantial gravity (microgravity) and ionizing radiation. While
evidence for the ability of ionizing radiation to mutagenize DNA has been investigated, the effects of
microgravity on DNA replication and repair of radiation-induced lesions has been less studied. In
order to predict the viability of future long-term spaceflight, it is important to understand if
microgravity can impact DNA processes and how these dynamics can affect genomic integrity.

The two primary sources of space radiation of concern for upcoming space missions to the Moon
and Mars are galactic cosmic rays, ejected from supernovae throughout the universe, and solar
particle events emanating from the Sun (Takahashi et al., 2018). Collisions of emitted particles such
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as neutrons, protons, α and β particles, and especially high-
energy/charge particles with DNA are a threat to genomic
health. Indeed, cultured rat liver cells on board the
International Space Station showed evidence of double-
stranded breaks (DSBs) along dense particle tracks consistent
with damage due to ionizing radiation damage (Ohnishi et al.,
2009). Energized particles can free electrons from DNA nuclei via
coulombic interactions or indirectly by collisions with water
molecules, forming reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Cannan
and Pederson, 2016). Resultant DNA damage includes DSBs,
single-stranded breaks (SSBs), crosslinking, depolymerization,
base release and base modifications (Pouget et al., 2002;
Dextraze et al., 2010; Kennedy, 2014; Santivasi & Xia, 2014).

Countering this DNA damage, however, are the numerous
mechanisms which organisms have evolved to repair DNA
damage. Mutated bases can be repaired by well-known
mechanism such as mismatch, base-excision, and nucleotide-
excision repair mechanisms, and DSBs resolved by homologous
recombination and non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ), with
translesion synthesis important for tolerating pre-existing
damage during DNA replication. Nevertheless, exposure to
ionizing radiation in space places significant stress on DNA
repair and replication pathways. Additionally, there is limited
evidence that microgravity can also result in DNA damage via the
generation of SSBs/DSBs as well as ROS production (Li et al.,
2015). This effect is accompanied by alterations to cytoskeletal
proteins, decreased cell adhesion, increased cellular proliferation,
and changes in gene expression including p53-mediated
apoptotic upregulation linked to cancer pathologies (Battista
et al., 2012). Even less elucidated is the interplay of
microgravity and radiation on DNA repair with numerous
studies presenting puzzling and contradictory results. For
example, one space shuttle experiment demonstrated that
Rad54-3 mutant yeast cells, which are temperature-conditional
for DSB-repair, had reduced DNA repair capabilities in orbit, but
no decrease in DSB resolution was seen after a later flight (Pross
et al., 2000). In a second example, cultured cells displayed
impaired DSB resolution capabilities after land-based
irradiation but no observable DSB repair changes aboard the
International Space Station where they would be exposed to both
radiation and microgravity (Horneck et al., 1997; Li et al., 2018).
Thus questions remain about the effects of microgravity on DNA
repair and if it is a concern for future crewed space-travel.

Space-based microgravity, as well as microgravity for ∼20 s
intervals during parabolic flight, is termed “real microgravity”,
the latter involving placing a payload on a specialized airplane
and flying in a parabolic flight-path that induces transient
periods of microgravity. Conversely, “simulated microgravity”
(SMG), obtained using a 3D clinostat where the rotation of the
clinostat negates gravitational force, has contributed to some
contradictory results when compared to those obtained in real
microgravity (Moreno-Villanueva et al., 2017). Theoretically,
space-based testing should most faithfully replicate
microgravitational conditions, but it can be logistically
challenging and suffer from interference by background
radiation. Thus, for DNA repair and replication research,
we posit that parabolic flight is a superior alternative to

spaceflight studies and more accurately replicates
microgravity than SMG.

While distinct cellular mechanisms can repair diverse modes
of DNA damage, almost all rely on DNA polymerase enzymes for
5′→3′ templated synthesis of nucleotides to fill in gaps generated
by other enzymes. Five polymerase isoforms in prokaryotes (I-V)
and at least 15 distinct eukaryotic DNA polymerases (α-ν) as well
as telomerase are grouped into 7 families (Garcia-Diaz and
Bebenek, 2007). Polymerases have various activities with a
generally conserved kinetic mechanism across phylogenies.
Polymerases equipped with proofreading capabilities remove
mismatched bases in the 3′→5′ direction, and those with nick
translation capabilities remove downstream nucleotides in a
5′→3′ fashion. Depending on the presence of these additional
activities, polymerases replicate DNA at distinctive rates and with
characteristic error frequencies or fidelity. As such, the error rate
describes how often base-incorporation errors occur during
polymerization of DNA, whether by base substitution,
insertion, or deletion. Substitutions may occur due to keto-
enol tautomerization or oxidation of DNA bases, resulting in
non-canonical base-pairing (Pray, 2008). Insertions and
deletions, however, are generally thought to be precipitated by
strand-slippage of either the template or nascent strands during
replication. A derivative of DNA polymerase I (family A), the
large Klenow fragment, lacks 5′→ 3′ exonuclease activity but
retains the 3′→5′ proofreading exonuclease domain, and thus is
dubbed Klenow (exo+). Klenow (exo-) has neither 5′→3′ or
3′→5′ exonuclease activities due to inactivating mutations
(D355A and E357A) in the proofreading domain (Derbyshire
et al., 1988). Since this fragment has been widely studied and is
readily available in both exonuclease variants, it is considered a
model polymerase.

Consistent with their cellular function, DNA polymerases are
both highly accurate and rapid in incorporating incoming dNTPs
into a growing DNA polymer. For example, the Klenow fragment
enters its steady-state phase within 20 s, as pre-steady state
elongation occurs within the first 100 msec from reaction
initiation (Dahlberg and Benkovic, 1991; Singh et al., 2007).
The base substitution error rate is low at ∼1.8 × 10−5 for
Klenow (exo+) and 4 × 10−4 for the exo- enzyme (Bebenek
et al., 1990; Lee et al., 2016). In contrast, next-generation
sequencing technologies produce errors at frequencies orders
of magnitude larger than polymerases (Bebenek et al., 1990;
Lee et al., 2016; Potapov and Ong, 2017). To overcome this
limitation, unique molecular identifier (UMI) DNA barcodes can
permit sequence errors to be identified and deconvoluted from
polymerase errors in silico (Lee et al., 2016). Although this
strategy has not been previously applied to polymerases in
microgravity, earlier experiments have suggested that
polymerase fidelity is not different in space when compared to
earth-like gravity (Ohnishi et al., 2001). Hitherto, however, there
has been no investigation of proofreading 3′→5′ exonuclease
functionality, nor any characterization of insertion or deletion
mutations in space. DNA polymerization reactions in real
microgravity can be initiated upon commencement of a
parabola and quenched prior to exit from the microgravity
phase of the flight trajectory. Since parabolic flights are
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necessarily time-limited, a modular payload was developed to
semi-autonomously conduct experiments. Here we present a
novel paradigm for conducting DNA repair and replication
experiments in microgravity in order to investigate a central
element of the pathway, using a model DNA polymerase, These
experiment are timely as astronauts are currently preparing to
undertake prolonged exploratory missions where robust
polymerase repair activities are essential for survival.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Single-Stranded DNA Template Design
A 1 kb ssDNA template was designed to have minimal repeats
and intra/inter strand reverse-complementarity (both ≤7 nt
within 100 bp and ≤5 nt within 25 bp) to avoid secondary
structure formation that could complicate downstream
polymerization reactions. Approximately 10,000 candidate
sequences were generated, and those with ∼50% G + C
(guanine and cytosine) content were retained, corresponding
to the approximate G + C content of the E. coli genome, from
which Klenow fragment is derived (Chan et al., 2012). Optimal
candidate sequences were identified by their predicted folding
energy at 37°C using the MFold server (SantaLucia, 1998). The
selected ssDNA template had a G + C% of 50.6% and a theoretical
folding energy (ΔG) of 15.68 kcal/mol, the highest ΔG of the
candidate sequences and much higher than a randomly generated
sequence of equal length and G + C% with ΔG� −80 kcal/mol.
The sequence was dubbed the PolERIS (Polymerase Error Rate In
Space) sequence.

UMI-Barcoded Single-Stranded DNA
Template Library Design and Generation
To distinguish microgravity-induced DNA polymerase errors
from sequencer-derived errors, 20 nt unique molecular
identifiers (UMIs) were incorporated downstream of the
polymerization primer binding site on each template molecule
(Supplementary Figure S1). This facilitated copying of the UMI
to the polymerized strand during each reaction in microgravity
and was essential for downstream consensus read generation and
subsequent high-accuracy error counting. As such, a protocol
using three consecutive rounds of polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) and two rounds nucleolytic digestion was developed to
generate a template library with diversity of UMIs and high yield
and is further documented in Supplementary Materials.

DNA Polymerization Protocol
The DNA polymerization protocol was designed to
simultaneously replicate millions of UMI-barcoded templates
within the 20 s microgravity period of each parabola, without
any carryover of the reaction into the subsequent pullout period
at twice earth gravity. Various reaction parameters were
considered and tested in the laboratory including
concentrations of ssDNA, enzyme and primers, in addition to
an appropriate polymerase inhibitor solution and inactivation
temperature. Prior to flight, a 20 μL solution of 1X NEBuffer 2

(New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, United States), containing
1.2 pmol of ssDNA template and 100 nM of PolERIS RVS
polymerization primer (CGGAGTTCAATCGCTTCGGCA
ACG) were annealed at 90°C for 1 min, followed by a −0.1°C/
sec ramp to 25°C. Template-primer duplexes were then mixed
into a 180 μL solution of 200 μM deoxynucleoside triphosphate
mixture (dNTPs) and 1X NEBuffer 2.0, yielding a 1X reaction
mixture. Enzyme mixtures consisted of 0.5 U/μL of Klenow
exonuclease+/- (New England Biolabs) or a no-enzyme
control, 1X NEBuffer 2, and 200 μM dNTPs. Inhibitor
mixtures consisted of 62.5 mM EDTA in a 1X NEBuffer 2
solution. EDTA was an effective inhibitor due to its ability to
rapidly chelate Mg2+ ions, essential for both polymerase and
3′→5′ exonuclease activity. To initiate a reaction, 8 μL of each
enzyme solution was mixed with 10 μL of reaction mixture and
incubated at 37°C. After ∼20 s (depending on the timing of a
parabola’s microgravity period, or a corresponding control
period), 8 μL of inhibitor solution was immediately injected
into each reaction tube and thoroughly mixed, with the
reactions also heated to 65°C for 25–90 min, to ensure that all
enzymes were irreversibly inactivated.

Payload
To effectively automate polymerization of DNA templates in
microgravity in a repeatable and safe manner, a custom payload
for the Canadian National Research Council (NRC) Falcon-20
parabolic flight plane was developed. The payload was designed
to perform ancillary functions such as sample storage and
incubation, continuous telemetry monitoring of each subsystem,
and communication with a laptop computer. The payload
comprised a custom-built thermal cycler, robotic pipetting
apparatus, control and communication board, on-payload
telemetry as well as a block for pre-reaction sample storage. In
addition, a housing was built to secure a MyBlock™ (Benchmark
Scientific, Edison, NJ, United States) mini digital dry bath heater for
sample storage following reactions. All components were housed in a
robust aluminum frame and mounted within a Pelican™ (Pelican,
Torrance, CA, United States) case customized by the Canadian
Space Agency. A camera (Logitech, Lausanne, Switzerland) was
installed on the payload to monitor robotic pipette actions while the
customized case was closed. All telemetry and control software were
developed to wirelessly communicate with the payload, in effect a
miniature laboratory, capable of temperature regulated sample
incubation, pipetting, thermal cycling, and storing reaction tubes
(Supplementary Figure S2).

During payload operation the robotic pipetting assembly was
programed to take up 80 μL of each enzyme mixture and three
80 μL aliquots of inhibitor. In-flight, three 0.2 ml reactionmixture
tubes were loaded into the thermal cycler, robotic pipette injector
needles were immersed in the tubes, and the thermal cycler lid
was sealed and set to 37°C. Once the plane’s internal
accelerometer read <0.1 G during parabolic flight, manual
triggering of the reactions was initiated. The robotic pipette
injected 8 μL of the three enzyme mixtures into their
respective reaction tubes, with subsequent mixing carried out
by a dedicated high-speed mixing pipette. The 8 μL fractions of
inhibitor solutions were then injected into each of the reaction
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tubes when the accelerometer indicated microgravity at >0.1 G,
initiated with the manual trigger. Simultaneously, reactions were
mixed, and the thermal cycler temperature maintained at 65°C
until level flight was regained.

The reaction tubes were removed from the thermal cycler during
level flight and placed in the digital dry bath (65°C) until landing.
Injection and mixing needles were wiped clean, and 2 μL each of the
enzyme and inhibitormixtures was ejected from the needles to ensure
that there would be no cross-contamination from a previous
experiment during the next parabola. The mixing pipette tubing
was flushed with distilled water followed by the air-pressure
generated from rapid depression of a 20ml syringe. Needles were
immersed in distilled water and wiped again. The enzyme and
inhibitor fluids were then recessed into the pipette tubing such
that a 2 μL air bubble was retained between the meniscus of each
fluid and the tip of its respective needle. Once the next set of reaction
mixture tubes were inserted, the air cushion prevented premature
initiation and inhibition of the next reaction prior to appropriate
microgravity conditions. Reactions were performed simultaneously
for each enzyme mixture. Two reactions, corresponding to Klenow
(exo+) and Klenow (exo-) respectively, were performed during level
flight to act as earth-like gravity (1 G) controls. The payload was
designed to execute a maximum of 6 independent reactions in
microgravity, but due to logistical constraints during the flight,
only two reactions were conducted in microgravity, the first of
which was used for analysis.

Sample Post-Flight Processing
After landing, samples were removed from the plane,
immediately frozen at −20°C and returned to the laboratory
where they remained frozen until sample post-flight
processing. Prior to sequencing library preparation, all samples
were digested with Exonuclease VII (New England Biolabs) to
remove ssDNA tails from the partially polymerized DNA species
in order to yield trimmed dsDNA molecules containing only
polymerized DNA. Following this, the NEBNext Ultra II Library
Preparation kit (New England Biolabs) was used to prepare
samples for sequencing on the NovaSeq 6,000™ (Illumina, San
Diego, CA). Further information regarding the post-flight
processing protocol is documented in Supplementary Materials.

Bioinformatic Analysis
Polymerization reactions in both 1 G and microgravity (μG) were
conducted in flight for both Klenow (exo+) and Klenow (exo-) DNA
polymerases, with sample identities designated as 1 G+/1 G− and
μG+/μG− respectively where + and–referred to the presence or
absence of exonuclease activity. For each sample, each of the
triplicate libraries were assessed separately in the event of
experimental pipeline error. Initial base-calling and dual index
barcode demultiplexing operations were performed using
bcl2fastq2 v2.20 by the sequencing vendor (TCAG, Toronto, ON,
Canada).

Alignment of paired end reads from each sample was
completed using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012).
Alignment was completed using the “very sensitive”
parameters, as these most effectively called single-base errors
on the small reference sequence. The output sequence alignment

map/format (SAM) files were then read into R, and alignment
flags from Bowtie2 were parsed to identify which reads
represented template versus polymerized strands. The code for
conducting this process, and the rest of this section is included in
Supplementary Data.

UMIs were identified for each sequence read with a custom
program written to parse the alignment data for each read in
order to extract its UMI. As well, the Q-scores for each base in the
UMI were identified and the probability of UMImisidentification
was calculated as:

P � 1 −∏
20

i�1
(1 − 10

−Qi
10 )

Where P represents the probability of an incorrect base call for
each Q score. Following this, a deduplicated list of UMIs was
tabulated, and a radix tree was generated using these values. In
order to bin each read with other reads based on their common
UMI, a single numerical identifier was assigned to each distinct
UMI. Each read was then grouped with others that shared its
respective identifier using a radix tree, facilitating rapid searching
and read binning by UMI. To make efficient use of the data
collected, reads were selectively re-binned when their UMIs were
within one base mismatch of exactly one pre-existing UMI bin.
However, this process only occurred if the origin UMI bin had a
single member read mate-pair, and the destination bin had more
than 5 mate-pairs. Following re-binning, all reads within UMI
bins with <6 read mate-pairs were discarded. Reads were then
grouped based on the results of the UMI re-binning process. Bins
without adequate numbers of both template and polymerized
strand reads were discarded, as strand comparison was not
possible in this scenario. UMI binning, re-binning, and
successive steps in analysis are depicted in Supplementary
Figure S3.

Errors were called sequentially by UMI bin. This involved
stacking template reads to determine the consensus base at each
locus and comparing it to the consensus base representing the
stacked polymerized-strand reads. For each base-per-base
comparison, whether it was an error or not, the probability of
a false consensus, and thus an incorrect error call, was identified.
This included computing the probability of every permutation of
correct/incorrect bases at a given locus that resulted in a simple
majority of bases being equal to the pre-determined consensus
base, for template and replicated strands, respectively. Each base
was scaled based on the probability of UMI inclusion, thus
accounting for a false addition to a given UMI bin.

To identify the processing error (PE) for a given base call at a
defined locus, on either the template or replicated strand,
sequencing quality, consensus calling, and UMI
misidentification were represented mathematically. The integer
m was taken to represent the number of defined bases at a specific
locus for a given UMI. If m was greater than 12 for a given UMI
bin, a random subset of 12 reads was taken for PE calculation as
this reduced the computational complexity of this segment of the

analysis. As such, if n � ∑m
i�1 (m

i
) � 2m − 1, then Pm × n

represented a matrix of all row-based combinations of reads
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for a givenm. N then was taken to represent the set of row indices
of P where row sums were greater than m/2, thus representing
scenarios where a simple majority existed for a given base. As
well, q represented the vector of error probabilities for each base
on each read at a given locus. The probability of incorrect UMI
binning corresponding to each read was represented as b. Finally,
e represented a logical vector indicating whether each base on
each read at a given locus was in error, not matching the pre-
defined consensus base for that locus in the UMI bin. Therefore,
the PE for each locus was calculated as:

PE � ∑
i ∈ N

∏
m

j�1
|ej − |Pij − 1 + (1 − bj)(1 − qj)||

To aid in constraining the analysis to reads that were viable
for accurate error calling, only reads with template:
polymerized strand ratios ranging from 1:3 to 3:1 were
identified. As well, for any locus within a read, at least 6
reads were required per template and per replicated strand
for error calling. Therefore, output from these analyses were
binary values indicating either error or no error, with
corresponding PE for such assertions. The expected error of
each base was thus calculated as |e − PE|. Expectations were
kept only for bases where the PE fell below a determined
threshold so as not to skew final error rate determinations
towards low consensus reads with poor quality.

Error rates were calculated independently for each base and
each unique base substitution, respectively. The only retained
error-rate determinations for bases in the template sequence
were those that exhibited sufficiently deep coverage to yield
meaningful results (the first 175 bp following the barcode). As a
result of inevitable sample degradation from oxidative damage
following flight and during sample preparation, 8-oxoguanine
mutations induced G → T (guanine to thymine transversion)
mutations on template strands and polymerized strands that
were extrinsic to those introduced by polymerization reactions
during flight. Because polymerized strand sequences were
viewed in reference to the template sequence, G → T
mutations appeared as C → A (cytosine to adenine
transversion) mutations in these sequences. Such artifacts
have been previously recorded in deep-sequencing
experiments, and must be compensated for in a high-
sensitivity experiments (Costello et al., 2013). While the
removal of falsely templated strands was conducted by
selecting only template reads that matched the pre-defined
template sequence, deconvolution of these mutations from
polymerized strand reads required filtering outlier loci which
were highly susceptible to guanine oxidation. As such, analysis
continued using only a C → A mutation rate less than 5 × 10−4,
which captured the central tendency of this specific base
substitution rate without spurious mutation introduction. For
base substitutions, data was sectioned at successive levels of
specificity. Comparisons for each enzyme overall, by template
base as well as by specific substitution error, were undertaken.
Furthermore, grouping of error rates by di- and trinucleotide
was conducted. Information regarding deletions was collected
for each locus in the template sequence and tabulated

independently based on the identity of the inserted/deleted
base, as well as its preceding nucleotide.

Statistical Analysis
Pairwise analyses were completed between in-flight 1 G+/
1 G− and μG+/μG− test conditions. For each locus on the
template, the median error rate across the three triplicate
samples for each test condition was used for analysis as this
dissipated possible variability due to library preparation.
Regardless, minimal to no variability was observed between
triplicates for any test condition. Calculated error rates for
most bases in the template were centered around a median
value, while an elongated tail represented specific loci where
the error rate was substantially higher than the central
tendency for that base. While the mean error rate for a
given base intuitively represents the frequency of a given
error in a population of templates, it is highly weighted by
the small number of outlier loci. However, the median error
rate represents the most likely discrete error rate value that a
base at a given loci can possess. As a result, Wilcoxon-Mann-
Whitney tests were used for the comparison of the skewed
substitution and deletion mutation distributions. All pair-
wise comparisons were conducted in a two-tailed manner,
with a standard α threshold of 0.05 to indicate significance.
While the paired version of this test (the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test) was indicative of locus-wise alterations in median
error rate, the unpaired version (Mann-Whitney U test) was
indicative of a global median change in error rate irrespective
of sequence context. As such, paired tests were completed
when permissible to give more direct statistical interpretation
of the data, but when more granular comparisons of error rate
were made, such as substitution-wise interrogation, only
unpaired tests were a viable means of determining
statistical significance. In all tests completed, mean
imputation of error rate on a per-locus basis was utilized
in order to compensate for missing values in the data. While
relatively sparse, error rate calculations for specific
substitutions or deletions at defined loci which equated to
zero were replaced with imputed values. This was essential to
maintaining a balanced error rate determination such that loci
with missing values were not weighted less than loci with
extant values in triplicate. The code for this section is included
in Supplementary Data S2.

RESULTS

Flight
On May 22nd, 2019, the payload was aboard “Research One”
from the NRC Flight Research Laboratory at Ottawa
International Airport. There were two control (1 G)
experiments in-flight. Due to logistical concerns during flight
only the first parabola was used as a data-source for μG
experiments, corresponding to the first in-flight 1 G reaction.
The first parabola followed the same gravitational load over time
as seen for all four parabolas, indicating its suitability for
experimental analysis (Figure 1).
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Sequence Analysis and Single Nucleotide
Error-Calling
As determined by Bowtie2, reads from each sample aligned
>99.5% of the time to the reference sequence, indicating
minimal contamination. Bowtie2 alignment also generated
polymerization product lengths for each read mate-pair
(Supplementary Figure S4). Samples collected in microgravity
were denoted as μG+ or μG− depending on whether Klenow
(exonuclease+) or Klenow (exonuclease−) were used, whilst
earth-like gravity controls were denoted as 1 G+ or 1 G− in a
similar fashion.

To integrate the processing error (PE) calculation into the
error rate analysis, the median expected error values for each
sample were plotted for successive PE thresholds and separated
by test condition and base identity (Supplementary Figure
S5A). A PE threshold of ≤1 × 10−5 was chosen since after
this point no substantial decrease in overall error rate was
observed. The expected error was calculated for each
nucleotide under each condition, and although these rates
were generally similar under different gravitational
conditions, μG− samples showed a slightly higher error rate
for thymine bases (Supplementary Figure S5B).

Following removal of low-quality bases (either by the PE or from
C→A mutations), comparisons of template locus-wise error rate

FIGURE 1 | Gravitational load over the time-course of the control (C1,
C2) and parabolic (P1–P4) reactions completed during flight. The first and
second sets of dashed lines represent the start and end of each reaction,
respectively. The reaction initiation threshold of 0.1 G is shown in black
across the period.

FIGURE 2 | Boxplots of locus-scale polymerase error rate distributions, with different samples showing microgravity (μG) or earth-like gravity (1 G) with + and –

referring to the presence or absence of exonuclease activity in the Klenow fragment polymerase, respectively. Significance values of statistical comparisons, which were
calculated by Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were plotted in black, while those made using Mann-Whitney U tests were plotted in red. (A) Boxplots for each test condition.
(B) Boxplot of polymerase error rate distributions for each test condition, separated by template nucleotide either adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) or thymine
(T) listed below the clustered boxplots.
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distributions were plotted and separated by nucleotide identity
(Figure 2). While there was no significant difference in median
error rate between μG+ and 1G+ (when tested using the unpaired
Mann-Whitney U test, fidelity was significantly decreased in μG−
compared to 1 G- (p � 3.9 × 10−4). A significant mean 1.1-fold
increase in base-wise error rates were observed between 1 G+ and

μG+ (p � 0.024) in addition to a 2.4-fold increase between 1 G− and
μG− (p � 1.98 × 10−11) when assessed using the Wilcoxon-signed
rank test. The increase in substitution error rates in μG ranged up to
3.4 and 27.5-fold higher than 1 G for Klenow (exo+) and (exo−)
respectively when assessed in a pairwise fashion. Thus, while overall
median error rate was not significantly increased in Klenow (exo+),

FIGURE 3 | Simple moving average of polymerase error rate across 25 nt windows of template under different experimental conditions, either earth-like
gravity (1G) or microgravity (μG) with + and – referring to the presence or absence of exonuclease activity in the Klenow fragment polymerase. (A) The mean error
rates of each test sample for each 25 nt window moving across the template, such that at locus � 25, error rate was the mean of loci 1–25, with the experimental
conditions shown as colored lines corresponding to 1 G+ (blue), 1 G− (mauve), µG+ (turquoise) and µG- (orange). (B) G + C% (gc content) in 25 nt windows
sliding across the template sequence. (C) Density plot of mean error-rate increases in microgravity for Klenow (exo+) and Klenow (exo-) for each 25 nt window
along the template.
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paired locus-wise assessment of median error rate was statistically
significant. This result then prompted analyses of base-wise error
rates using a paired test methodology. While Klenow (exo-)
introduced significantly more errors on C, G, and T template
bases in microgravity (p � 0.012, 4.9 × 10−5 and 1.8 × 10−12

respectively), there was no significant alteration in median error
rate for A template bases. C and G template bases were significantly
more prone to substitution errors in microgravity when polymerized
by Klenow (exo+) (p � 5.4 × 10−5 and 9 × 10−4 respectively), and
conversely, polymerization on A was more accurate in μG for this
enzyme (p � 1.2 × 10−5).

Mapping of error rates by simple moving average with a period
of 10 nt across the template revealed obvious variations depending
on the sample sequence (Figure 3A). 1 G+ exhibited the lowest
averaged error rate across all template loci, with μG+ tracking
closely, but with error rates generally shifted marginally higher and
modulated based on template region. Predictably, further error
enrichment from Klenow (exo-) samples was generally observed
across the template. Under 1 G conditions the absence of
proofreading activity resulted in localized mean error rates
across a 25 bp sliding window up to 1.12 × 10−4 compared to
7.34 × 10−4 for Klenow (exo+), again depending upon position.

FIGURE 4 | Polymerase error rates interrogated by base substitution identity, including those exposed to either earth-like gravity (1 G) or microgravity (μG)
conditions with + and – referring to the presence or absence of exonuclease proof-reading activity in the Klenow fragment polymerase, respectively. Mann-Whitney U test
p-value symbols are plotted above each boxplot for only those comparisons that were significantly different with p < 0.05 � *, p < 0.01 � **, p < 0.001 � ***, p < 0.0001 �
****. X→ Y substitutions (where X and Y symbolize either C, G, T or A nucleotides) represent replacement of X with Y on the template sequence. (A) Boxplots of the
log10 error rates by sample and base substitution identity with individual clusters representing the identity of the template base. For each experimental condition, boxes
are colored as noted in Figure 3. (B). Differential median error rate percentage between gravitational conditions (1 G vs. µG) for each unique base substitution with
individual clusters representing the identity of the substituted base. The superimposed error bars represent the standard deviation of each group.
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Furthermore, the mean error rate moving across the template was
anti-correlated with GC-content (Figure 3B), with Pearson
correlation coefficients of −0.82, −0.81, −0.84, and −0.72 for
1 G+, 1 G−, μG+, and μG− samples, respectively. Notably, μG-
samples showed consistently higher localized mean error rates

across the template than their 1 G counterparts, ranging up to 1.4-
fold for Klenow (exo+) and 2.4-fold for Klenow (exo-) depending
on template locus (Figure 3C).

The error rates for each unique base substitution error were
also determined for each test sample (Figure 4A). This yielded

FIGURE 5 | Boxplots of error rates by di- and trinucleotides for each sample under conditions of either earth-like gravity (1 G) or microgravity (μG) with + and –

referring to the presence or absence of exonuclease activity in the Klenow fragment polymerase, with boxes colored according to Figure 3. Wilcoxon signed-rank test
p-value symbols are shown plotted for each significant comparison (p < 0.05 � *, p < 0.01 � **, p < 0.001 � ***, p < 0.0001 � ****). (A) Boxplot of substitution errors (log10)
for di- and trinucleotides for each test sample. (B) Boxplots of dinucleotide error rates grouped by dinucleotide identity, clustered by the identity of the first template
base for a given dinucleotide pair.
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further granularity and insight into the observed differences
in error rate between gravitational conditions (Figure 2B). In
general, the directionality of error rate differences,
irrespective of the two gravitational conditions, was
conserved across the 12 possible assessed substitutions.
Furthermore, grouping of error rates by the identity of the
substituted base revealed a general trend of the percent
difference in median error rate between gravitational
conditions (Figure 4B). While substitutions from T
templates by Klenow (exo-) were consistently more
frequent in μG than in 1 G, mutations from A, C and G
resulting in replacement with T were generally less

frequent in microgravity, or in two cases more frequent by
a small margin (Figure 4B).

Dinucleotide, Trinucleotide, and Deletion
Errors
When grouped by di-and trinucleotide identity, analysis of
substitution errors yielded similar results to those obtained
from single-base analysis. Indeed, μG- samples showed the
highest error rate irrespective of the analysis (Figure 5A).
Thus, both Klenow (exo+) and Klenow (exo-) were
significantly more error-prone in μG than 1 G when analyzed

FIGURE 6 | Base deletion error rates in either earth-like gravity (1G) or microgravity (μG) from Klenow fragment polymerase polymerization with (+) or
without (−) exonuclease activity. Mann-Whitney U test p-value symbols are shown plotted for all comparisons, while significance symbols are shown for
significant comparison only (p < 0.05 � *, p < 0.01 � **, p < 0.001 � ***, p < 0.0001 � ****). (A) Boxplots showing the overall deletion error rate (log10) for each test
condition and colored according to Figure 3. (B) Deletion error rate for each test condition grouped by deleted base, with the boxes colored as indicated.
(C) Differential percentage deletion error rate for each base, separated by purine versus pyrimidine bases. Bar-plot error bars in (b) and (c) represent the
standard deviation of each group.
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by the distribution of median errors when grouped by
dinucleotide identity (p � 2.2 × 10−7 and 6.6 × 10−14,
respectively). A similar effect was observed when error rates
were normalized for trinucleotide identity, but the magnitude
of significance values was increased (p � 5.2 x 10−14 and 1.2 ×
10−23, respectively). Furthermore, when the substitution error
rate was assessed by individual dinucleotides, errors were
generally more dependent on the first base in a given
dinucleotide than the second (Figure 5B). As might be
expected given the propensity for more frequent single-
nucleotide errors associated with C, G and T in microgravity,
CN, GN, and TN (where N � any base) template nucleotides were
generally more error-prone in μG compared to 1G for both
enzymes by a statistically significant margin. Similarly, only
two significant comparisons were identified between
gravitational conditions for AN dinucleotides, both of which were
associated with Klenow (exo-).

While base insertions were quantifiable by the deep-
sequencing analysis pipeline employed here, these mutations
occurred at too low a frequency for statistical analysis with
any substantial power (not shown), but investigation of
differential base deletion rates between the two gravitational
conditions was statistically insightful (Figure 6A,B). There was
a significantly higher deletion rate in microgravity for both
Klenow (exo+) and Klenow (exo-) samples (p � 1.5 × 10−7

and 8.7 × 10−13, respectively) with effect sizes of 1.1- and 1.5-
fold, respectively. Significance was calculated by Mann-Whitney
U test due to the relative sparsity of this dataset due to low
deletion frequencies, prohibiting the use paired testing
methodologies such as the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Deletion
of pyrimidine bases occurred at a significantly higher rate in μG
compared to 1 G, irrespective of proofreading activity
(Figure 6B,C). While deletion of purines occurred at an
overall rate that was generally higher than pyrimidine
deletions, only Klenow (exo-) was susceptible to increased
deletion rate due to microgravity by a significant margin for
these bases. Results from this section, as well as for single-
nucleotide errors, are summarized in Table 1.

DISCUSSION

Payload Performance
The payload successfully performed in the NRC Flight Research
Lab parabolic mission. The data from the first 1G control and μG
parabola were interrogated, and this portion of the flight obtained
by the Falcon-20 pilots was both accurate and precise (Figure 1).
Initiating experiments at a precise timepoint on a lab-top
computer was a challenge during weightlessness. During an
initial test flight (not shown), the transition from μG to up to

TABLE 1 | Summary of error rates including overall substitution errors, base-wise substitutions distinguished by the template nucleotide either adenine (A), cytosine (C),
guanine (G) or thymine (T), di- and trinucleotides, overall deletions, and base-wise deletions grouped by individual template nucleotides (A, C, G or T) for each sample
under conditions of either earth-like gravity (1 G) or microgravity (μG) in the presence or absence of the Klenow fragment exonuclease activity (exo + or exo-, respectively),
with statistical significance calculated using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests or Mann-Whitney U tests (M-Whitney).

Klenow variant Error rate Significance

1G μG Wilcoxon M-Whitney

Overall substitution exo + 2.07E-05 1.83E-05 0.024 0.502
exo − 3.68E-05 7.51E-05 1.98E-11 0.00039

Base-wise substitution Wilcoxon
A exo + 1.00E-05 7.01E-06 1.20E-05 ***

exo − 2.36E-05 2.39E-05 5.40E-05 ***
C exo + 6.34E-05 9.58E-05 9.00E-04 **

exo − 1.11E-04 2.32E-04 0.35
G exo + 2.14E-05 2.29E-05 0.83

exo − 3.78E-05 5.36E-05 0.012 *
T exo + 4.13E-05 4.29E-05 4.90E-05 ***

exo − 4.29E-05 1.08E-04 1.80E-12 ***
Dinucleotide substitution exo + 8.95E-05 1.06E-04 2.20E-07 ***

exo − 1.29E-04 2.01E-04 6.60E-14 ***
Trinucleotide substitution exo + 1.23E-04 1.44E-04 5.20E-14 ***

exo − 1.89E-04 2.98E-04 1.20E-23 ***
Overall deletion exo + 2.82E-06 3.16E-06 1.51E-07 ***

exo − 3.16E-06 4.71E-06 8.74E-13 ***
Base-wise deletion
A exo + 2.87E-06 2.92E-06 0.276

exo − 4.13E-06 6.65E-06 0.0227 *
C exo + 2.26E-06 2.71E-06 7.04E-05 ***

exo − 3.38E-06 4.31E-06 0.000216 **
G exo + 2.23E-06 3.80E-06 0.0709

exo − 2.16E-06 3.90E-06 0.000216 **
T exo + 2.25E-06 2.77E-06 0.000512 **

exo - 2.04E-06 4.82E-06 1.82E-08 ***

Significance comparisons are indicated as follows: * � p < 0.05, ** � p < 0.01, *** � p < 0.001 � ***.
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2 G resulted in unplugging of the USB communication cable
between the payload and computer, and in consequence wireless
communication technologies such as WiFi and Bluetooth were
deemed more dependable during flight conditions. Even reaching
and operating a laptop computer trackpad was challenging in
microgravity, and thus a custom trigger handle was 3D printed,
for easy and dependable initiation of reactions without requiring
full range of motion during μG flight. For the data presented here,
the enzyme injections occurred within the planned 0.1 G
threshold with the inhibitor injections completed at the ∼0.1 G
threshold.

Determination of polymerized template lengths from triplicate
sequencing libraries revealed that most were ∼200 bp in length,
although the 1 G- libraries were ∼50 bp shorter (Supplementary
Figure S4). It is possible that this could represent stochastic
variation as both the payload and post-processing exonuclease
digestion protocol using agarose gel electrophoresis (not shown)
of each test sample did not yield substantial product length
variation. The protocols were not designed for precision in the
measurement of this parameter, but template lengths were
suitably long (∼175 bp) and most base processing errors were
sufficiently low such that sample size for error calling was
maximized while decreasing the propensity for errors
introduced by any low-quality consensus reads. Inspection of
the data allowed the qualitative selection of a PE threshold of 5,
and this false positive rate threshold held for the error rate of each
individual base and indeed did not decrease substantially for
lower PE cut-offs (Supplementary Figure S5).

Microgravity Induces DNA Polymerization
Errors
When the error rates of both Klenow (exo-) and Klenow (exo+)
were compared between gravitational conditions, a clear negative
impact of microgravity was observed. Evidence for increased
error rates comprised every measure used, including total
substitution errors, most nucleotide-specific errors, averaged
error rate moving across the template, the majority of specific
substitution errors, dinucleotide and trinucleotide errors and
most base deletions (Figures 2–6). Thus, this data is
congruent with earlier findings of reduced DNA repair
capacity in microgravity, such as observable increases of SSBs
in human lymphocytes aboard the International Space Station
(Battista et al., 2012). Even more relevant may be the DSBs and
base modifications that were generated in SMG-cultured mouse
stem cells, which were DNA damage-response deficient (Li et al.,
2015), and thus conceptually similar to the Klenow (exo-) enzyme
used in this experiment.

Taken together, the results present strong evidence that
microgravity acts as a DNA stressor, although the mechanism
remains unknown. While the 3′→ 5′ exonuclease domain of
Klenow (exo+) appeared to confer a partial ability to “rescue” this
polymerase from the microgravity-induced decrease in fidelity,
this effect was marginal and by no means neutralized the
consequences of microgravity (Figure 3C). As such, it may be
the case that regardless of the cause of an increased propensity for
polymerization errors observed in microgravity, exonuclease

activity is either insufficient in ameliorating this effect or
could be deficient in repair in microgravity as well. Certainly,
there appeared to be some base-specificity of altered
polymerization fidelity in microgravity. Errors generated by
inappropriate placement of T were outliers in that they were
not subject to the same increase seen with other nucleotides in
μG- samples. This may suggest that topological and steric
properties of the majority of individual bases (either as
residues on the template strand or as the complimentary
incoming dNTPs bound to the fingers domain of the
polymerase) resulted in enzyme-substrate conformational
changes leading to the elevation of most non-canonical base-
pairing arrangements in microgravity. Another possible
explanation may be related to the lower convective flow in
microgravity (Todd, 1989). This could alter local dNTP
concentrations surrounding the binding pocket in the
polymerase, which can alter polymerization fidelity (Eckert
and Kunkel, 1991). Alternatively, μG conditions could alter
polymerase conformation and thus impact enzyme activity.
Since these suggestions involve structure-function changes in
the binding of the polymerase to its substrate, further
investigation such as crystallization of the Klenow (exo-)
protein in microgravity may be warranted, with dNTP and
with other nucleotides. It is also prudent to note that the
effects observed here may not be applicable to all DNA
polymerases, as proofreading capacity is not consistent both
within and between polymerase families.

No matter the mechanism, microgravity DNA polymerization
occurred with reduced fidelity, which may explain, in part, the
possible synergism that appears to exist between microgravity
and radiation, which has far harsher effects on DNA. Our results
differ from a previous ground-based investigation in that an
alteration in polymerization fidelity was identified in both
substitution and deletion mutation rates, and in a non-
proofreading polymerase (Potapov and Ong, 2017). As a
consequence, a broader interest in enzyme kinetics in
microgravity is well warranted. While the polymerases
analyzed here may not pose a direct threat to genomic
integrity in space, apart from microbiome-associated
polymerases, eukaryotic repair enzymes may also be vulnerable
to microgravity-mediated altered activities. It may be the case that
other polymerases exhibit a more substantial reduction in fidelity
in microgravity, or that other enzymes which may exhibit
reduced activity in microgravity may further hinder
radiotolerance in space. This hypothesis may therefore explain
higher order cellular and physiological dysfunction in
microgravity and warrants further investigation.

Klenow Exo+ vs. Exo- Polymerase
Comparisons
Although there were no differences in the median mutation rate
in μG+ samples compared to 1 G+ samples in overall
substitutions (unpaired Mann-Whitney U test), analysis with
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test comparing median error rates
for each locus in a pair-wise fashion showed a significant effect for
both enzymes (Figure 3A). The distribution of fold-increases in
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error rates across 25 nt windows of the template was smaller for
Klenow (exo+) than Klenow (exo-) indicating that
polymerization errors in microgravity can be only partially
abrogated by the exonuclease domain that can repair base
incorporation errors (Figure 3C). Notably, this increased
burden on repair machinery in the μG+ samples do not
appear to significantly decelerate DNA polymerization since
the product length distributions were similar between 1 G+
and μG+ samples (Figures 2–Figures 4). Base-wise
substitution error rate analysis revealed that repair fidelity
decreases on templated C, G, and T bases were significant for
both enzymes with the exception of T-templated polymerization
by Klenow (exo+). Conversely, polymerization appeared more
accurate for A bases in microgravity (Figures 2B–Figures 6B).

We can only speculate that similar to our previous suggestion that
the increased fidelity of polymerization of A-templated loci may
indicate that microgravity can actually improve the ability of a
perhaps slightly conformationally changed DNA polymerase to
discern correct base pairing opposite A but not with the other
three bases.

Previously, Klenow (exo+) and (exo-) have been documented
with error rates of ∼1.8 × 10−5 and ∼4 × 10−4 respectively
(Bebenek et al., 1990; Lee et al., 2016), but with the
polymerase fidelity determination dependent upon the assay
(Lee et al., 2016). Here the median error rates seen for 1 G+
and 1 G- were 2.1 × 10−5 and 3.8 × 10−5 respectively.
Furthermore, we suggest that reaction conditions could
influence the baseline error rate. As such, various protocols for

FIGURE 7 | Distribution of dinucleotides (blue) and trinucleotides (magenta) in template strand, listed in alphabetical order according to the nucleotide pairs (ie. AA,
AC, AG etc. and AAA, AAC, AAG etc.). The Y axis represents the number of times a given di- or trinucleotide occurred in the 175 bp template region which was analyzed.
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determining fidelity such as the Kunkel method may be prone to
over- or underrepresent the effects that specific substitution
errors have on fidelity. Regardless, the concomitant internal
consistency in the fidelity determination methodology used for
this study and the dependable differences in error rate between
gravitational conditions further strengthens our conclusions.

Parsing of the DNA polymerization data by specific
substitution error identity gave further insight into the
makeup of the differences in polymerase fidelity in 1 G vs. μG
conditions. Of 12 possible substitutions, μG- samples showed
reduced fidelity due to microgravity in 9, generally corresponding
to substitutions with A, C or G in place of the templated base,
compared to 1 G (either + or -) samples (Figure 4; all statistics not
shown). In addition, for 7 substitutions in μG+ samples,
polymerization fidelity was decreased compared to μG-. The
overall error rate of each sample, however, depended more on
high frequency substitutions (i.e. C → A), rather than low-
frequency mutations (i.e. A → C). The sectioning of error
rates by substitution lent further credence to the assertion that
less accurate polymerization in microgravity is only partially
masked in enzymes bearing the exonuclease domain.

The directionality of mean error rate for each substitution as a
result of polymerization with both Klenow (exo + and -) enzymes
follows a general trend of decreased fidelity in substitutions
resulting in insertion of A, C or G in place of a templated
base. Yet, insertion of T in place of all possible template bases
occurred (often non-significantly) at a decreased rate, or
alternatively, was increased by a relatively small margin in
microgravity. This corresponds to an increased propensity for
polymerases to incorrectly incorporate dTTP, dGTP, and dCTP
in microgravity, while being more sensitive to dATP
(corresponding to a T insertion on the template strand in
subsequent rounds of polymerization). Coupled with
previously discussed results, this suggests that whether by

polymerization of templated A residues, or by insertion of
dATPs, DNA polymerization in microgravity proceeds with
increased accuracy when involving this base, by an unknown
mechanism. This is seemingly contradictory to the “A-rule” of
DNA polymerization and trans-lesion synthesis which has been
observed under earth-like gravity, whereby dATP is preferentially
incorporated on template lesions (Sheriff et al., 2008). As such, it
may be the case that this rule is not applicable in microgravity,
and further prompts structural investigation of the Klenow
fragment in microgravity in comparison to 1 G to resolve
putative differences in binary complex structures of this
enzyme with each of the incoming dNTPs between
gravitational states.

Because the context of nucleotide sequences may have an
influence on differential fidelity in microgravity, computation of
di- and trinucleotide error rates in each test sample was a further
useful analytical tool. Of 16 possible dinucleotide combinations,
12 were significantly more error prone in μG- than 1 G- samples,
while only 7 dinucleotides exhibited an increased error rate in μG
+ compared to 1 G+ (Figure 5B). Similarly, of the 64 possible
trinucleotide sequences, 30 were significantly more error-prone
under μG- conditions, while 13 were so in μG +vs. 1G+ (not
shown). Both μG+ and μG- samples exhibited significantly less
accuracy for both di- and trinucleotides compared to their 1 G
counterparts. The magnitude of the significance values also
decreased from mono- → di- → trinucleotide, indicating that
a potentially more faithful error rate determination was achieved
as nucleotide length was increased. We acknowledge, however,
that di- and trinucleotide distributions in the template were
uneven, and considerations of this for future template design
may be warranted (Figure 7). Nonetheless, this evidence
underscores the importance of di- and trinucleotide error rate
determinations for investigations of polymerase error rates in
space. As well, the context and frequency of specific nucleotide
sequences may also be reflected in the error scanning across the
175 bp template (Figure 3A), with μG + tracking above 1 G+, and
μG- above 1 G-, underscoring again the detrimental effect of
microgravity and the capacity of proofreading capacity to only
partially “rescue” this effect.

Analysis of deletion mutations revealed that both μG+ and
μG- samples were significantly more prone to deletions than their
1 G counterparts (Figure 6). When separation of deletion error
rate by base identity was conducted, a substantial difference in
error rate was identified between purine and pyrimidine bases
with both polymerases. While deletion of purines was not
significantly increased in μG+, this test case resulted in
significantly more pyrimidine mutations in microgravity than
in 1 G. Overall, this effect was less obvious as purine deletions
occurred at a substantially higher frequency than for pyrimidines.
With regards to Klenow (exo-), all possible base deletions were
more frequent in microgravity. Deletion mutations are generally
thought to be introduced by strand slippage during DNA
polymerization, resulting in a single base “flipped out” of the
double helix so as to generate an extension from the next base in
the template, possibly precipitated by specific interactions with
dNTPs (Garcia-Diaz et al., 2006; Bebenek et al., 2008). We
speculate that DNA polymerization in microgravity could

FIGURE 8 | Percentage of templates containing errors over 30 cycles of
PCR with Taq polymerase. The theoretical decreased fidelity due to PCR was
calculated based on mean increase in error rate from either earth-like gravity
(1 G) or microgravity (μG) and adjusted based on the documented error
rate for Taq polymerase.
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facilitate C and T purine flipping and subsequent template
slippage, resulting in an increased deletion rate.

Error analysis argues that microgravity induces alterations in
DNA polymerase fidelity that were only partially alleviated by the
proofreading 3′→5′ exonuclease domain. However, it is unknown
whether this effect would be observable in other polymerases from
prokarya and eukarya. It is possible that the E. coliDNA polymerase,
as a family A polymerase,may share this effect withDNApolymerase
I enzymes from other bacterial species, DNA T7 polymerase and
eukaryotic Pol γ, θ, and v. Yet, given the prokaryotic origin of
mitochondria, in addition to numerous studies highlighting increased
mitochondrial ROS production in microgravity, the fidelity of
polymerases associated with this organelle in space may be of
specific concern (Mao et al., 2013). Interestingly, Pol γ is essential
for mtDNA replication, and dysfunction of this enzyme is the cause
of numerous autosomal mitochondrial diseases (Zhang et al., 2011).
Furthermore, the expression of the POLG gene which encodes this
polymerase has been shown to be downregulated in human T cells
during SMG culture (Ward et al., 2006). Because Pol γ possesses a
3`→5′ exonuclease domain and not 5`→3′ exonuclease activity, it
may perform more poorly in a template-dependent manner, and in
specific trinucleotide contexts, as discussed previously in the context
of Klenow (exo+), which possesses the same functionality as Pol γ. As
such, given the essential nature of this polymerase, its similarities in
domain architecture to Klenow (exo+) used in this experiment, its
putative involvement in the microgravity phenotype, and the
oxidative risk to mtDNA in space, the results of this study may
have direct applicability here, and may partially explain previous
mitochondrial dysfunction in microgravity more broadly.

The results of this experiment also have applicability in
biotechnology. Taq polymerase, the most commonly used enzyme
for conducting PCR, is a 3`→5′ proofreading exonuclease-deficient
DNA polymerase I derived from Thermus aquaticus. Therefore, the
increase in the error rate of Klenow (exo-) in microgravity observed
here may be applicable to the fidelity of Taq polymerase-mediated
PCR in microgravity and is therefore relevant for future biological
research in space. Even the relatively small decrease in polymerase
fidelity observed in microgravity of Klenow (exo-), when adjusted
based on the fidelity ofTaq polymerase and propagated over 30 cycles
for a 1 Kb template, yields a concerning ∼335% increase in incorrect
templates in solution (Figure 8).

DNA polymerase I also shares functional characteristics with
eukaryotic Pol β, as both act as key repair-oriented polymerases, and
also act to resolve Okazaki fragments during replication. Many
polymerases are highly evolutionarily conserved, but further
investigation of whether both replicative and repair polymerases
from all families display decreased polymerization fidelities in
microgravity is warranted. It is also unknown if the 1.1 and 2.4-
fold increases in respective substitution error rates of Klenow (exo+)
and (exo-) seen here would pose a significant risk to organisms
including astronauts. However, if the effect is broadly applicable to
other polymerases, the differential in error rate could be higher.
Furthermore, a far greater risk of reduced polymerization fidelity
would be in the generation of deletion errors since this results in
frameshift mutations in protein-coding genes. Polymerases such as

Pol δ have evolved to tolerate strand slippage during repair of DSBs,
and thus introduce a high rate of deletion errors (Garcia-Diaz et al.,
2006). Given the increased radiation risk in space, if repair of critical
DSBs introduces more deletion errors in microgravity than on earth,
that effect alone could have drastic consequences to astronaut health
on extended periods in space such as future missions to the Moon
and Mars.
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